
 
 

LIVELIHOOD TRAINING OF SHGS ON DETERGENT AND PHENYL 

28 & 29 May 2018 

Two days non-residential livelihood training on detergent and phenyl was 

organized for people with disabilities SHGs at CUTS Centre for Human 

Development office campus Chittorgarh from 28 & 29 May 2018. Total 31 

disabled people including 03 visually Impaired & Low vision & 10 female who 

are having an interest in detergent and phenyl for their livelihood 

participated the training. Mrs. Gayatri Moud was resource person from CUTS 

Chittorgarh.  

 

Objectives of the training were- 

 To develop skills/capabilities of SHG members so that they become self-

dependent, able to group activity for their livelihood, enjoy social contacts & 

gain self-esteem in their society.  

Training was started with welcome note and 

introduction of participants one by one & their 

expectations from training. The overall expectation 

came out that the participants wants to learn about 

detergent and phenyl making process and marketing. 

Mr. Madan lal Keer described about training 

objectives and proposed activities during the 

training. Training rules were developed with help of participants for effective 

organizing the training.    

 

The training was started with the first session taken 

by Mrs. Gayatri Moud (Subject Specialist from 

CUTS). She discussed about content of detergent 

powder and introduce of all content through chart 

papers i.e. castic soda, acid slery, color, Soda S 

powder, TSP, SBC, CMC and Eranus. She told about 

safety majors during the making detergent viz. using 

mask and wear gloves during the making detergent powder. She warned that 

detergent powder should be making in airy room and not touch detergent 

powder just completed because it is very hot at that time. Detail information 

was provided about detergent powder making process during the session. 



 
 

Next session was taken by Gayatri moud. She made 

detergent powder in front of the participants with help 

of some progressive participants. One glass of water 

was added to the tub and 100 grams caustic soda was 

mixed in water through a stick. After some time 500 ml 

acid was mixed in slurry. After condensed of the 

mixture, added 3 kg soda S powder as well as color and 

all mixed well. 200 gram urea powder, 5 gram sweet soda and 100 gram salt 

mixed in blend one by one.  Washing powder became ready and put to cool 

down. Gayatri Moud asked to all the participants that they did understand or 

not the process of making a washing powder. All the participants agreed that 

they understood the whole process of making washing powder and able to 

making himself without any assistance. Gayatri Moud concluded the session 

with thanks to all. 

Second day, the review session was facilitated by Mr. 

Mohan Lal Meghwal through question & answer 

process. Participants were share their experience 

and informed that they have got fruitful information 

about process of making washing powder. They also 

described about content of washing powder. Next 

session was taken by Mrs. Gayatri Moud. She 

described about weight and packaging process of 

washing powder. Participants were divided in two groups and task given to 

them for making washing powder. Both groups had success in making 

washing powder with followed proper process. After this she also trained to 

make phenyl.  

A session was taken by Kamlesh Kumar Sharma on 

Products selling methods and marketing trips. Detail 

information given on importance of business plan. 

Closing session was held in presence of Centre 

Coordinator Mr. Gauhar Mahmood and Deputy Centre 

Coordinator Mr. Madan Giri Goswami. Vote of thanks 

was given by Mr. Mohan Lal Meghwal.  


